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ABSTRACT

BLACK FEMALE JOURNALISTS: EXPERIENCES OF RACISM, SEXISM AND CLASSISM IN THE NEWSROOM

Amber G. Duke

April 1, 2009

This thesis analyzes the experiences and challenges Black female journalists encounter in the newsroom. Using oral history interviews and writings from Black female journalists about their experiences, the researcher identifies a unique set of barriers these women faced in assignments and career advancement. Black Feminist theoretical perspectives aide in understanding how the interlocking oppressions of racism, sexism and classism impacted Black female journalists on three distinct levels: personal level, group or community level and institutional level.

The findings reveal Black Female journalists’ personal experiences with discrimination propelled them into careers in the media. While on the job, many of them took on the added responsibility of educating their colleagues about Black people in an effort to change and enhance mainstream media coverage of Black issues. The study concludes Black female journalists were able to resist and overcome discrimination in story assignments, job promotion and criticism of their physical appearance, in part, by creating support networks.
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Chapter 1

BLACK FEMALE JOURNALISTS: EXPERIENCES OF RACISM, SEXISM AND CLASSISM IN THE NEWSROOM: AN INTRODUCTION

Television does more than simply entertain or provide news about major events of the day. It confers status on those individuals and groups it selects for placement in the public eye, telling the viewer who and what is important to know about, think about and have feelings about. —“Window Dressing on the Set” Report from U.S. Commission on Civil Rights

Descriptions of the newsroom made my eyes twinkle as an undergraduate. I was convinced I was going to have the most exciting job anyone could possibly have. I was becoming a journalist. I was going to spend my days in an oppression free space where people of all different races, creeds, backgrounds and interests came together and worked hard towards reporting on the important issues facing the community. Once I landed my first job as a television producer, it only took me a few hours to learn the real newsroom environment was much different than the idea of the newsroom that my professors talked about in my courses. My colleagues were not representative of the racial and ethnic diversity of the community. I was one of only three people of color, and one of only a handful of female employees.

My experiences as a Black, female journalist are not unique as thousands of Black women have written, edited and published in newspapers or for television in the United States. These Black women who have recorded American history through their

---

reporting have largely been ignored in the history books and by scholars of American journalism.

**Mass Media Research**

Mass media research is a large field of study with almost unlimited types of inquiry into individual media industries which include, but are not limited to: commercial music, film, commercial and noncommercial radio, commercial television, public television, print news, broadcast news, advertising and the emerging areas of electronic communication.\(^2\) As in many other fields of study, early activities in the field were dominated by white men, with women and minorities receiving little attention.\(^3\) For some time many scholars and historians did not consider African Americans as having strong participatory roles in the creation and development of American mass media because they were shut out of mainstream media organizations for so long. For example, in 1955, there was not a single Black person in radio or television newsrooms above the caretaker level in a U.S. mainstream news organization.\(^4\) Since that time there has been remarkable progress in the employment of African Americans in the media, and in their inclusion in communications research.

One study in particular helped lead to a flurry of mass media research on women and minorities. In 1977 and again in 1979, the United States Commission on Civil Rights released a study on women and minorities in television titled, *Window Dressing on the Set: Women and Minorities in Television*. The groundbreaking report was the

---

\(^2\) Samuels 1996; Butler & Paisley 1972; Gans 1979; Shaw 1990.

\(^3\) Dates and Barlow 1993; Wilson and Gutierrez 1985 and 1995; Kern-Foxworth 1994

government’s first official acknowledgement of barriers women and minorities working in the news and entertainment industries had faced for years: racism, classism, sexism and unfair representation. Two of the major findings of the 1977 study were: minorities and women, particularly minority women, were underrepresented on the news and their portrayals were stereotyped; and minority women were underrepresented on local station work forces and were almost totally excluded from decision making positions.\(^5\)

Since the *Window Dressing Report*, a significant body of research on the television industry has been done around portrayals of women and minorities in the media. A good number of these studies critically examine the portrayals and the effects of the performances of Black women on primetime television.\(^6\) A substantial amount of research has been collected about print news and the Black press.\(^7\) It is in this area of print journalism that the contributions of Black women to the field and detailed analyses of their work is covered most in the literature.\(^8\) Despite progress in these areas of research, studies on Black women’s employment in the broadcast news industry, particularly their on the job experiences, are scarce.\(^9\)

Research on Black, female broadcast journalists is limited in both breadth and scope. Most research on the topic falls into three broad camps: Quantitative data on where these women are working and in which positions;\(^10\) Qualitative data that consists of interviews with Black, female journalists and their own writings about their


\(^8\) Ibid.

\(^9\) Kern-Foxworth, Gandy, Hines and Miller 1994; Bramlett-soloman 1991; Northcott, Seggar and Hinton 1975; Lafky 1993

experiences;¹¹ and historical studies that lift up the stories of pioneering Black women in journalism that have been left out of the grand narrative of the field.¹²

**Research Approach**

This thesis topic seeks to fill in some of the gaps in the literature concerning Black female broadcast journalists’ experiences within media organizations. It adds to Black Feminist scholarship by exploring how racism, sexism and classism operate inside media organizations and how Black women negotiate these interlocking oppressions on three different levels, the personal level, group or community level and the institutional level.

A number of themes emerge from the limited, but significant, literature on Black female broadcasters; each will be addressed in this study. They include: limited assignment opportunities, barriers to management positions, battles over on-camera appearance, communication breakdowns with colleagues, and perceived responsibilities to, and education of, Black communities.¹³

The specific research objective of this thesis is to examine the experiences of Black female journalists in the newsroom and in the field primarily through oral history interviews and their own writings about their experiences. Answering the following research questions will provide a greater understanding of Black female journalists’

---

¹¹ Ferguson 2007; Gelfman 1976; Hill 1986; Larson 2006
¹² Creedon 1989; Dates and Barlow 1993; Entman 1997; Streitmatter 1994.
contributions to their field, the barriers they faced in assignments and career advancement, and their influence on how news is covered:

1. Why did these women choose to become journalists?
2. What were some of the unique challenges these journalists faced as Black women in the newsroom?
3. Did these women encounter racism, sexism or classism? If so, how did they respond to and cope with these challenges?

Structure of Thesis

Chapter 2 of this thesis reviews the literature on Black female journalists. This chapter provides context to the study by locating it within the literature of communication/media studies, female journalists and minority journalists.

Chapter 3 explores Black Feminist Perspectives. This chapter takes an in-depth look at the emergence of Black Feminist theory, including its recognition of the interlocking nature of oppressions: racism, classism and sexism.

Chapter 4 clarifies the methodological approach to the study. It includes discussion about the researcher’s approach to the thesis which falls under the concept of engendering research. It examines the types of data sources that were used to answer the research questions. The chapter also defines some key terms and concepts that are important to understanding the research findings.

Chapter 5 presents the research findings. Chapter 6 analyzes those findings by tying them to the theoretical base. It also notes the major conclusions that can be drawn from the findings and suggests avenues for further inquiry on the topic.
Chapter 2

WHERE ARE THE BLACK WOMEN?
LOCATING BLACK FEMALE JOURNALISTS IN MASS COMMUNICATION LITERATURE

Although research on African Americans and mass communication has shown progress over the years, it is clear that communication researchers have devoted little attention to African American women and communications [...] A massive bibliography on African Americans and the media, which lists sources published since 1978, contains more than 300 entries (Williams, 1990), but less than 10% focus specifically on African American women – From “African American Women and Mass Communication Research.”

As a student of journalism, my notes from lectures are filled with such names as Edward R. Murrow, Walter Cronkite, Carl Bernstein and Bob Woodward. Next to their names are phrases like, “pioneering,” “considered the greatest,” and “changed the way we think.” While it is clear these men deserve an esteemed place in the history books for their work, there are many others who were not white and were not male who also made significant contributions to the field. Part of the focus of this research is to situate Black, female journalists within this history.

This chapter reviews the literature on mass communication. It begins with a broad survey of the various areas of study in the field, and documents the changes in technology, ownership patterns, and news products over the past few decades. It then looks specifically at the literature on broadcast news and journalists. The chapter continues with an examination of studies on women and minorities in the media.

---

(including changes in the composition of the newsroom along lines of race and gender, and changes in the portrayals of racial minorities in the media). This section of the chapter includes an in-depth look at the first major, federal study of women and minorities in television published in 1977 and subsequently updated two years later. The chapter ends by identifying the major themes and discourses emerging from the literature on Black female journalists.

**Mass Communication Research**

Mass communication research is the academic study of the various means by which individuals and entities relay information through mass media to large segments of the population at the same time.\(^\text{15}\) Mass communication studies cover various mediums including newspaper and magazine publishing, radio, television and film.\(^\text{16}\) With the increased role of the Internet in delivering news and information, mass communication studies are currently expanding to focus on the convergence of publishing, broadcasting and digital communication.\(^\text{17}\)

Research in the field is generally organized around what have been identified as the four characteristics of mass communication:

1. Technical and institutional methods of production and distribution-These vary throughout the history of the media and differ from medium to medium.

2. Commodification of symbolic forms-Time and space are “packaged and sold” to consumers and advertisers. For example, radio and television stations make revenue

---


\(^{16}\) Ibid.

from commercial time sold to advertisers; newspapers sell space in their pages to advertisers.

3. Separate contexts between production and reception of information.-Messages are produced by one set of individuals and transmitted to others who are typically situated in settings far from the original context of production.

4. Information distribution- Production of materials for consumption of large audiences depends on the ability to manufacture and sell large quantities of the work.18

Many academic mass communication programs lean toward empirical analysis and quantitative research from statistical content analysis of media messages to survey research, public opinion polling, and experimental research.19 Little attention is given to the internal workings of media organizations and the social forces that influence the production of media messages.

Media studies can fall under the bracket of mass communication research. It is a field of research concerned with the content, history, meaning and effects of various media.20 Media studies scholars vary in the theoretical and methodological focus they bring to mass media topics, including the media's political, social, economic and cultural roles and impact.21 In early media studies, scholars debated the real power of mass media. They studied questions like: Do the media make things happen, or do they merely report what happens? Do they make us act? Do they influence our opinions?

21 Ibid.
How?²² Now most media scholars and social scientists agree that mass media have powerful effects that can be measured and predicted on a case-by-case basis.²³

At one time Americans would turn to their families, friends, neighbors, religious organizations, or other social institutions for news and information about themselves, their communities and the world. Many scientific studies have confirmed that most of us now turn to the mass media, especially television, for these answers.²⁴ These studies fall under the category of “cultivation analysis” and are based on the theory that the messages we see on television have a cumulative effect, ultimately creating the culture in which we live. George Gerbner’s work has covered this shift in the impact of television. He writes:

Television is the overall socializing process superimposed on all the other processes. By the time children can speak they will have absorbed thousands of hours of living in a highly compelling world. They see everything represented: all the social types, situations, art and science. Our children learn—and we learn ourselves—certain assumptions about life that bear the imprint of this most early and continued ritual. [...] Those who tell stories hold power in society. Today television tells most of the stories to most of the people most of the time.²⁵

Media studies are in a state of flux as mass media grow and change. Until the late 20th Century, newspapers, publishers and radio and television stations were small, locally and family owned enterprises.²⁶ In 1979, for example, there was an increase in the number of Black owned television stations. During that year five VHF stations were

²³ Ibid.
²⁵ Gerbner, George qtd. in “Society’s Storyteller: How Television Creates the Myths by Which We Live.” Media & Values, Fall 1992, p.9.
purchased and a license was obtained to construct a new UHF station.\textsuperscript{27} Udayan Gupta attributed the boom to new FCC procedures, activism on the part of Black business people and increased capital sources available to minority entrepreneurs.\textsuperscript{28} Until the late 1970’s, the sale and trade of television stations was in the hands of a very small group of white-owned companies and brokers.\textsuperscript{29}

Deregulation in the industry started during the 1980’s. It was totally overhauled in 1996 when communications law changed.\textsuperscript{30} (Among the changes: no limits at all on the number of radio station an individual or corporation can own). According to Robert McChesney, “only about 50 firms control the overwhelming majority of the world’s mass media.”\textsuperscript{31} As media conglomerates have taken shape, scholars have been studying shifts in the purpose of mass communication, the phenomenon of cross promotion across media platforms within corporations, and the orientation toward the “bottom line.”\textsuperscript{32}

The nation’s newspapers, once the dominant form of mass communication, are now in serious trouble. Declining readership has been spurred by the accessibility and popularity of online news, which is free and constantly updated, unlike the static pages of a newspaper.\textsuperscript{33} As newspaper revenues decline, major cuts are being made to newsrooms, which are downgrading the quality of the product they can provide which, in turn, leads to more people canceling subscriptions and less circulation.\textsuperscript{34} Newspapers are currently

\textsuperscript{28} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{29} Ibid., p. 11
\textsuperscript{30} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{32} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{34} Ibid.
working on their presence online, offering stories updated by the minute and additional information that there wasn’t space for in their print editions. While the transition to online reporting was necessary it has set up a cow-milk scenario where many readers wonder why they should pay for a subscription to the newspaper when they get it online, anytime they want it for free.35

Television audiences are becoming more and more fragmented as specialty networks, such as the Food Network, Animal Planet and the Travel Channel proliferate. The networks provide targeted programming for the interests of specific viewers while at the same time delivering a targeted audience to advertisers.36

Media History & Journalism Research

Journalism is broadly defined as the collection, writing, editing and presentation of news over a spectrum of media, including television, newspapers, radio, and the internet.37 The history of journalism varies widely around the world. The concern of this research is professional journalism, which developed in the United States at the beginning of the 20th Century when formal journalism schools opened and professional codes developed.38

In the United States, journalism, specifically freedom of the press, is viewed as an essential element of democracy. Students of the craft are taught the ten elements of journalism. These are considered guidelines for journalists to follow as they work

35 Ibid.
38 Ibid.
towards their ultimate goal of providing citizens with the information they need to know in order to be free and self-governing. The elements are:

1. Journalism's first obligation is to the truth.
2. Its first loyalty is to the citizens.
3. Its essence is discipline of verification.
4. Its practitioners must maintain an independence from those they cover.
5. It must serve as an independent monitor of power.
6. It must provide a forum for public criticism and compromise.
7. It must strive to make the significant interesting, and relevant.
8. It must keep the news comprehensive and proportional.
9. Its practitioners must be allowed to exercise their personal conscience.
10. Citizens must recognize their own rights and responsibilities as they use new technology to edit their own news and information.39

Contemporary scholars argue that mass media outlets in general have become more entertainment-oriented in nature in their quest for higher ratings and resulting higher profits.40 Researchers have traced the trends of media outlets providing information as a community and public service of what people need to know, to now providing information that emphasizes “the bloody, the sexy and the emotional.”41

Researchers of media and journalism also approach their studies from an historical angle. They consider a wide range of topics that include, but are certainly not limited to: the creation and maintenance of codes of ethics for the industry, why some media outlets failed while others have succeeded; the role of the media in a democratic society and the study of individual broadcasters to uncover their motivations for joining the field and exploring their contributions to the media industry.42

40 Parenti 1993; Asamen and Beery 1997; Baughman 1997; Bryant and Zillman 1994.
Women in Broadcast Journalism Research

The historical study of women journalists, images of women in the mass media, and their presence as members of mass media audiences really began to take shape in the late 1970's. In the past 30 years, the field has attracted a number of scholars who have unearthed the long-forgotten and never told stories of women journalists. Historical studies of media consumed primarily by women have been carried out. Women’s media images over different periods of time have been looked at and the ways in which women’s issues have been covered by the media have also been considered. In addition to uncovering women’s roles in the history of journalism, researchers have also been instrumental in making sure their work is not considered to be on the fringe, but integrated into the overall history of American journalism.

After the passage of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which makes job discrimination for reasons of sex illegal, a growing group of women reporters began to appear on television news. But as the barriers were breaking down, deep-rooted ideas about the social status of women were keeping many of them from fully participating in the newsroom. Through oral history interviews, such as The Washington Press Club Foundation’s Oral History Project or the Maynard Institute’s Black Journalist History Project, researchers have uncovered some of the prevailing sexist attitudes about newswomen that prevailed in the 1960’s and 70’s. They include, but are not limited to:

---
44 Ibid.
1. Worry over wombs: if women weren't married, employers believed they would be one day. Once they got married it was believed they would eventually have children and after that they would want to quit their jobs.

2. Since employers didn't consider women as long-term employees, some were kept in positions where they trained men who would later be promoted.

3. Women were seen as fragile, and weak and in need of protection from some of the dangers that journalists faced in the field.

4. Women's voices were not deep enough, or their faces serious enough to deliver the news.47

In addition to the sexist attitudes and opinions of the time, historians have found that many media outlets were making token efforts at meeting federal hiring guidelines. In many cases one woman of a racial minority was hired to fit the bill. In 1971, Black reporter Nancy Dickerson said, “Every station in America feels it must have one black and one woman. With a black woman they are taking care of their tokenism in one fell swoop.”48

Research on Minorities in the News Media

The first published study of the employment status of minorities and women in the media was conducted by the Office of Communication of the United Church of Christ


48 Dickerson, Nancy qtd. in Newsweek, August 30, 1971. p. 62.
in 1972. The study concluded that while things were improving, television was still
dominated by white males.\footnote{Jennings, Ralph M. and Tillyer, David A. \textit{Television Station Employment Practices: The Status of Minorities and Women}. New York: Office of Communications, United Church of Christ, 1972.}

A few years later in 1977, the federal government took up a similar, yet larger
study of the status of women and minorities in the media. The study had its origins in the
race riots that broke out across hundreds of U.S. cities a decade before. President Lyndon
Johnson created the Kerner Commission in 1967 to explore what was behind the riots and
findings were numerous and most are beyond the scope of this research. But for the
purposes of this study, it is important to note that Kerner Commission members believed
strongly that the nation’s broadcasters shared in the responsibility for the “racial crisis”
and were therefore key players in helping resolve the situation. According to the final
report:

The nation is confronted with a serious racial crisis. It is acknowledged that the
media cannot solve the crisis, but on all sides it has been emphasized that the
media can contribute greatly in many significant respects, particularly to
understanding by white and black of the nature of the crisis and the possible
remedial actions, and that such understanding is a vital first and continuing step.\footnote{Kerner, Otto. \textit{Report on the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders}. New York: Bantam Books, 1968, p. 774.}

The Kerner Commission ultimately found the world of television was “almost
Commission (FCC) to develop an action plan that would ensure mass media in the U.S.
would truly serve the masses, which included minorities and women. The FCC
responded by adding equal employment opportunity rules to its broadcast renewal license

\footnote{Jennings, Ralph M. and Tillyer, David A. \textit{Television Station Employment Practices: The Status of Minorities and Women}. New York: Office of Communications, United Church of Christ, 1972.}


process. Broadcasters were required to fill out employment reports which included
detailed questions about their employees’ gender and racial makeup. The FCC
essentially said that if a particular broadcast outlet was found to be discriminating based
on “race, color, religion, national origin or sex” it faced the loss of its license since this
raised “questions of whether the licensee is making a good faith effort to serve his entire
public.”

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, whose mission is in part to “study and
collect information relating to discrimination or a denial of equal protection of the laws
under the Constitution because of race, color, religion, sex, age, disability, or national
origin,” examined the employment of women and minorities at broadcast outlets and the
portrayal of them on television. The results of the study were released in their August

The Civil Rights Commission’s study concerned itself with commercial television
and began by examining the portrayal of women and minorities (Blacks, Native
Americans, Asian Americans and some reporting on Mexican Americans) in
programming in the 1950’s, 60’s and 70’s. The Civil Rights Commission also considered
network television news, and looked at the topics of news stories and the racial and
gender makeup of broadcast station’s workforces. Finally, the Civil Rights Commission
made policy recommendations to the FCC on the regulation of programming and
employment in the public interest.

The Civil Rights Commission found improvements had been made in the
portrayal of women and minorities since the days of early television; however, elements

53 Ibid., p. 3.
54 Ibid.
See also “Mission” at <http://www.usccr.gov/>
of racism and sexism still existed in entertainment programming (specifically dramas and situation comedies). 55 An examination of network news stories found women and minorities rarely made the news agenda, and none of the stories aired during the study period focused on their achievements or accomplishments. 56 Of most concern to this research are the Civil Rights Commission’s findings on the employment of women and minorities in television. What at first appeared to be promising reports from broadcast outlets indicating more women and minorities on staff and more of them making employment gains, further examination of the data revealed misleading information was being reported.

There were some faults in the collection of the data. Minority female employees were being counted twice in some cases (as females and as minorities) which made increases for both groups to appear larger than they really were. 57 The broadcast outlets employment reports showed a pattern of an increase in upper level jobs for women and minorities, but their reports did not show a subsequent increase in support staff positions which would normally be the case if new departments were really being created. One researcher asked, “Are some broadcasters reclassifying low level workers into the upper job categories while keeping them on the same old jobs at the same low salaries?” 58 The Civil Rights Commission looked behind the numbers to find out whether these upper level jobs were actually decision-making positions; in most cases they were not. Joel Dreyfuss described the status of Blacks and other minorities in television merely as window-dressing:

55 Ibid., p. 25.
56 Ibid., p. 54.
57 Ibid., p. 87.
58 Ibid.
Numbers alone are misleading. There are indeed more blacks than ever in television—but at one time there were none. And few have reached decision making positions at either the networks or at local stations. The blacks and other minorities on television are generally in very visible positions—on camera—but most of the decisions about what they say and do are made behind the scenes, by producers, news directors and executives, almost all of whom are white.  

The FCC responded strongly, telling broadcasters tokenism would no longer be enough. The Civil Rights Division of the Department of Justice supported the FCC, issuing a statement in 1968 that said in part:

Because of the enormous impact which television and radio have upon American life, the employment practices of the broadcasting industry have an importance greater than that suggested by the number of its employees. The provision of equal opportunity in employment in that industry could therefore contribute significantly toward reducing and ending discrimination in other industries.  

However, the Civil Rights Commission chastised the efforts of the FCC, saying it ignored questions about potential flaws in employment reporting, and didn’t implement suggestions which may have produced more accurate data. The Civil Rights Commission found the FCC policies were designed for licensees to self-regulate. In the report’s recommendations, the Civil Rights Commission asked Congress to empower the FCC to regulate the equal employment opportunities of their licensees. The Civil Rights Commission suggested the penalty for non-compliance should ultimately be the revocation of a broadcaster’s license.

---

60 Stephen J. Pollack, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice, letter to Rosel H. Hyde, Chairman FCC, May 21, 1968.
Window Dressing on the Set: An Update

In 1979, the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights released an update to their 1977 report titled Window Dressing on the Set: An Update. The Civil Rights Commission wanted to know whether their findings and recommendations (which, by this time, had received a lot of attention from groups like the United Church of Christ, the National Organization for Women, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People and the Department of Justice) had had any immediate effects in programming decisions or hiring practices in television. The Civil Rights Commission found continued race and sex stereotyping in the portrayal of women and minorities in entertainment programming,63 few network news stories dealt with minorities and women,64 and despite the FCC’s release of a 10-point model program of steps for licensees to follow to development equal employment opportunity plans, few women and minorities worked in important decision making positions.65 Since little had changed in the television industry since the Civil Rights Commission’s first report, it once again asked that its original recommendations be implemented.

Black Broadcasters

About a decade after the Window Dressing update report, a survey of the media showed a considerable number of white women had moved into key decision-making positions as network news vice presidents and executive producers, but Blacks had not.66

64 Ibid., p.24
65 Ibid., p. 34
According to the literature, just as women faced a set of sexist attitudes when they entered newsrooms in greater numbers, Blacks faced their own set of racist attitudes. They included:

1. Lack of respect from white peers, some of whom believed good paying positions were being handed to them just because of their race.
2. They were considered convenient Black faces to cover urban unrest in the 1960’s when white reporters were too scared or refused to go into Black neighborhoods.
3. Some were called “Spy,” “Turncoat” or “Uncle Tom” by residents when they reported in Black neighborhoods.
4. Lack of Black producers and Blacks in upper management positions handicapped networks’ coverage of Black communities\(^{67}\)

The Ford Foundation created a summer program at Columbia University to train more minorities in broadcasting to address these issues. While the program turned out some impressive journalists, many complained that it contained a built-in failure factor. Many of the students that were enrolled in the program did not have high-school diplomas. The result--they would leave the program for jobs at television stations and would be laid off because of incompetence, or worse, they were kept on staff, leaving more qualified minorities jobless.\(^{68}\)

The first Black network correspondent was Mal Goode, who was hired by ABC in 1962.\(^{69}\) Ten years later, there were only a few others at the network level, but an

\(^{67}\) Levine 1986; Dates and Barlow 1990; Clarke 2001.


increasing number of Black journalists were being hired at the local level in large markets with significant African American populations.\textsuperscript{70}

Other important "firsts" for Black journalists include: Max Robinson-the first Black man to anchor a primetime, network news program, and Ed Bradley-the first African American to regularly report for "60 Minutes." Bradley also anchored a weekend newscast. Bryant Gumbel was the first Black host on the "Today" show. A few years after CBS News hired its first Black correspondent, George Foster, the network became the first of the big three commercial networks (CBS, NBC, ABC) to assign a Black woman to a regular beat covering the White House.\textsuperscript{71} Bernard Shaw became the first Black anchor at CNN.

It is clear from this brief list of important "firsts" for Black journalists that Black men were being hired in greater numbers for on-air positions than Black women at the network level. The problem with lists of this sort is that they don't include information about other Black journalists working in broadcast news, such as news directors, producers, editors and writers. But as Lee Thornton argues, it's not really until the early 1980's that many Black journalists were in these positions. He writes, "Blacks suffer from a split image-in this case being considered good enough to be seen up front and on camera but not to be trusted to "do the thinking" and hold the reins of power."\textsuperscript{72}

\textbf{Black Female Journalists: A Brief History}

If one subscribes to the strict definition of journalist as someone who writes, edits and publishes on news events, the first black female journalists emerged around the

\textsuperscript{70} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{71} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{72} Ibid., P. 390.
abolition movement. Maria W. Stewart’s anti-slavery essays, published in the *Liberator* around 1832, helped fuel the abolitionist movement.\(^{73}\) Her work was soon followed by Mary Ann Shaad Cary who wrote articles in support of the Canadian fugitive slave movement during the mid-19\(^{th}\) Century.\(^{74}\)

Most certainly there were women well before these who gathered facts and information and shared them with the community. There are some that argue the roots of Black women’s involvement in this type of “citizen” or “untrained” journalism stretches all the way back to the Middle Passage, where African women from different tribes and cultures were able to communicate information and build bonds with each other in spite of their differences.\(^{75}\)

The status of Black slaves in the colonies (later the United States) as property meant they were nearly invisible in the early newspapers of the time. They most noticeably appeared in advertisements for runaway slaves, and were certainly not invited to write material for publication in these newspapers.\(^{76}\) Free Blacks were also unable to enjoy full citizenship in the U.S., and were denied access to the mainstream press. In the 18\(^{th}\) and 19\(^{th}\) Centuries, these African Americans started forming their own presses, often through or in conjunction with Black Churches.\(^{77}\)

---

\(^{73}\) Streitmatter 5.

\(^{74}\) Streitmatter 5.


\(^{77}\) Dates and Barlow 371.

Of course the emergence of any Black journalists during this time period was nearly impossible in light of legislation in slave states which made it illegal for anyone to teach a slave how to read or write.

The first Black newspaper, *Freedom’s Journal*, was founded by Rev. Samuel Cornish and John B. Russwurm.
By 1890, the U.S. Census Bureau reported that there were 300 Black journalists in the United States.\textsuperscript{78} Among them was Ida B. Wells, who in 1892 fled her home and newspaper office in Memphis after her equipment was destroyed and her life threatened because of her crusade against lynching.\textsuperscript{79} Comparable census data is not available today for the subjects of this research, Black women working in television news. However, a recent survey of the minority television work force shows nearly 18% of people employed in broadcast media identify themselves as African American.\textsuperscript{80}

While more of the history of Black female journalists still needs to be uncovered, there are mechanisms in place now that track women and minorities in the media closely, namely the annual “Women and Minorities in the Newsroom” survey that is compiled by the Radio and Television News Directors Association and Ball State University. The survey is well respected within the media industry.\textsuperscript{81}

The most recent survey found that while minorities make up 34% of the U.S. population, they represent only 23.6% of the TV workforce and 11.8% of the radio workforce. More specifically, in the television broadcast news workforce, 10.1% are African American and only 7.8% are African American in the radio workforce. The researchers noted that there are currently 10% more African American men employed in television news than African American women.

The survey also examines the number of minorities and women in newsroom leadership positions, like broadcast news director. Right now 3.7% of the nation’s

\textsuperscript{78} Winston 176.
\textsuperscript{79} Winston 176
\textsuperscript{80} “Women and Minorities in the Newsroom” survey <http://www.rtnda.org/pages/media_items/the-face-of-the-workforce1472.php>
\textsuperscript{81} The Women and Minorities in the Newsroom survey can be found online at <http://www.rtnda.org/pages/media_items/the-face-of-the-workforce1472.php>
television broadcast news directors are African American. In radio, the number is only 1.7%. Television positions were broken down by gender and race as the following table illustrates. 82

82 Per the focus of this research, I have only included the information on women and African Americans. The study also includes information on Hispanic/Latino, Asian American and Native American journalists.
Table 1: Women & Minorities: TV Positions by Gender and Race

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Women (Female)</th>
<th>Minorities (Female)</th>
<th>Men (White Male)</th>
<th>Hispanic (Male)</th>
<th>Black (Male)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>News Director</td>
<td>71.7%</td>
<td>28.3%</td>
<td>84.5%</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistant News Director</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>81.2</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing Editor</td>
<td>69.5</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>87.8</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Producer</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>85.5</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News Anchor</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>56.8</td>
<td>75.3</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather-caster</td>
<td>78.4</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Anchor</td>
<td>92.2</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News Reporter</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>70.8</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Reporter</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>83.8</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignment Editor</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News Producer</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>64.2</td>
<td>80.8</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News Writer</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>63.4</td>
<td>76.2</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News Assistant</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photographer</td>
<td>93.2</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tape Editor</td>
<td>68.3</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphics Specialist</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Specialist</td>
<td>54.9</td>
<td>45.1</td>
<td>82.9</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Director</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>81.6</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The data in this table could be examined from several different avenues. For the purposes of this research, it is important to note that the largest percentage of African Americans represented in one position is that of News Assistant at 14.7%. The findings show double digit percentages for Black journalists in the decision making positions of Assistant News Director, Assignment Editor, and Producer. However, as online news continues to grow in influence and scope, it’s important to note that nearly 83% of Internet Specialists in the nation’s newsrooms are white.

Research on Black Female Journalists

Although the literature on women journalists and Black broadcasters contain elements that also apply to the study of Black female journalists, there are many things that are unique to Black female journalists that are important to take note of. In general, “studies of black women as workers has lagged far behind the study of Black men’s or white women’s labor for most of the 20th Century.” As Sharon Harley points out, important works on Black women have been isolated by disciplinary traditions, since the 1970’s, meaning studies fail to “speak to and connect to” each other. Unfortunately, one of the areas where scholarly research is lacking is in the examination of the day-to-day experiences of the Black women working at broadcast news outlets.

---
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The majority of mass communication research on African American women is concerned with issues of portrayal in various films and television programs. A number of these studies on portrayal have given attention to Black women in their examinations of gender and race. Other studies have included small caveats about Black women as part of larger examinations of African Americans in the media in general.

A few studies have begun to delve into Black women’s employment in the media, but don’t look beyond trends in employment numbers, job appeal or general job satisfaction. In fact, one of the most recent pieces of empirical research whose sample was comprised solely of Black women in a professional, communications setting was a 1994 study of public relations practitioners.

In spite of the small amount of literature available that is specific to Black female journalists, five themes emerge that will be examined in this study. They are:

1. “Window Dressing the Set” or the “Illusion of Inclusion.” As outlined in the Civil Rights Commission’s 1977/1979 reports, these phrases have developed to describe the practice of news organizations hiring of a few minority journalists for positions that receive visibility (like reporter or anchor), but employing few Black female journalists.

---


for producer or management positions, which have greater influence in shaping coverage.92

2. “Covering the ‘Black Beat’ or ‘Woman’s Beat.’” In many of their testimonials Black female journalists complained of the difficulties of being seen in their newsrooms as well rounded reporters who are capable of covering more than issues about Black people and women.93

3. Educator on Black people and the media industry: Many Black female journalists have reported finding themselves playing the roles of both journalist and educator inside the newsroom and out in the field. So few minorities work in newsrooms Black female journalists often are responsible for clarifying or giving information to White colleagues about Black people. At the same time, when Black female journalists are out in the field, working in the Black community, it is not uncommon for them to meet with resistance because of rampant misrepresentations of African Americans in the news media. It then becomes the journalists’ task to educate Blacks about the power of the media, and the importance of Black community voices being heard in order to counteract negative, misrepresentations.94

Dates and Barlow 1993
Wilson 1991
Streitmatter 1994

4. Insider/Outsider Status: Black female journalists report their colleagues view them as "acceptable Blacks" (educated, middle class) that are somehow different from African Americans in the community.  

5. Physical Appearance: Black female journalists whose skin tones and hair textures do not fit society’s standards of physical attractiveness are often victims of biased employment practices.

The literature available on women in television news and general literature on Blacks in the media industry offer us incredible insight into the environment Black female journalists were working in, particularly in the late 1960’s and 70’s when they were joining the journalism field in greater numbers. Studies like the Civil Rights Commission’s *Window Dressing* report provide detailed information on broadcast outlets’ hiring practices, promotion practices and programming decisions that help us to understand the structural barriers to true advancement to decision making positions that could lead to change. But the questions remain: How did these women function day-to-day? What were some of the job-related issues they struggled with? How did these issues affect their job performance? How were some Black women able to break through the barriers and have successful careers? This study will address these questions.

---

95 Unidentified Black Female Journalist. Personal Interview. 29 Nov. 2007.
Chapter 3

FEMINIST AND BLACK FEMINIST PERSPECTIVES

Sorely needed are studies [on African American women journalists] that use an African American womanist/feminist research perspective. As Saunders cogently noted: The use of feminist theory will move communication scholars toward a more accurate understanding of African American women's communication within a framework that is grounded in their communication experience and world of meaning.-From “African American Women and Mass Communication Research.”

How does one begin to study a group of women like Black female journalists? While the focus of this particular project has been narrowed to those working in television, the sample still consists of a large group of women from different backgrounds who worked in a variety of newsrooms (some on the network level, others on the local level) in various positions.

Since this study is concerned with questions of gender, race and class, it was important to use a theoretical lens or perspective that addressed these issues. Feminist perspectives guide the researcher as to the people who need to be studied and the issues that are important to examine. This chapter begins with an examination of Feminism, including its major tenets and perceived weaknesses. It examines the oppressions of racism, classism and sexism. Finally, the chapter takes a look at the development of Black Feminism and the core elements of a Black Feminist theoretical perspective.

---


Feminism

A basic definition of feminism would be the belief that there should be social, political, and economic equality between men and women. Social and cultural movements have been organized around this belief, as well as theoretical and philosophical perspectives in the academy.

The history of Feminism has been divided into distinct periods or waves: First-wave, Second-wave, Third-wave and Post Feminism. While each of these periods can be examined in its own right, this study is concerned with the development of Second-Wave Feminism. Second-wave feminism started taking shape during the time period many Black female journalists in this study were starting their careers. It is also important to examine because it can be cited as one of the precursors to the development of a distinct Black Feminist perspective that is used as a tool of analysis in this research.

Historians generally agree that Second-wave feminist activities began in the early 1960's and continued through the late 1980's. The tenets of Second-wave feminism included the belief that women's cultural and political inequalities were linked and that aspects of women's personal lives were deeply politicized and reflected sexist power structures. Millions of women organized around these ideas, encouraging other women to look at their personal lives more critically. Carol Hanisch popularized the slogan "The Personal is Political" which became synonymous with the second wave.

---
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A key text which identified and expanded on these ideas was Betty Friedan’s *The Feminine Mystique* which was published in 1963. Friedan argued that patriarchy had created a system in which women were forced to find identity and meaning in their lives through their husbands and children.\(^{105}\)

Patriarchy is a system that places more value on males and masculine social characteristics than on females and feminine social characteristics.\(^{106}\) According to Lisa Schrich, "patriarchy places males at the head of their families, elects men to most political offices, and creates opportunities for men to rise to the tops of most businesses, government agencies, religious institutions, and educational organizations."\(^{107}\) This patriarchal hierarchy sets up a conflict where many men are granted cultural, social, economic, and political permission to meet their needs at the expense of women's needs.

**Sexism**

The term "sexism" has emerged to describe discrimination based on gender in a patriarchal society. Audre Lorde describes sexism as the "belief in the inherent superiority of one sex over the other and thereby the right to dominance."\(^{108}\) While differences in biology exist between males and females, social and political constructs have been attached to those differences.\(^{109}\) Simone de Beauvoir famously noted in 1953,

---


\(^{107}\) Ibid.


“One isn’t born a woman, one becomes a woman.” Beauvoir explained the social construction of the concepts of “woman” and “man” and examined how decisions from what we eat and how much to what we wear are all related to our attempts to fit into these categories.

“Sexism” emerged as a term to describe the belief that one sex is inferior to, or less valuable than another. In most examples around the globe, sexism has manifested against women, but men have also occasionally been a target. The focus of this research is sexism against women, which has taken a number of forms in the United States including: legal sexism (It was once legal for a woman and her children to be considered the property of her husband. This category also includes the denial of voting rights to women.), violence against women (domestic violence and rape), the sexual objectification of women, and employment discrimination.

The Emergence of Black Feminism

Ultimately, Friedan and other Second-wave feminists were criticized for solely focusing on the plight of the middle-class White woman, and not giving much attention to the differing situations encountered by women in less stable economic situations, or women of color. Black Feminism emerged, in part, as a critique and response to “mainstream Feminism” that did not address issues of racism and classism that affect non-white and poor women’s lives just as much as issues of sexism do.

10 Beauvoir qtd. in Ibid.
11 Since Beauvoir’s work in the 1950’s theory on gender has expanded immensely to further complicate the categories of “man” and “woman.”
13 Ibid.
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The key tenet of Black feminism is the re-conceptualization of racism, classism and sexism as interlocking systems of oppression. According to Patricia Hill Collins, "Black Feminist thought sees these distinctive systems of oppression as being part of one overarching structure of domination." Black women are in the peculiar societal position that exposes them to racism, classism and sexism because they deviate from the dominant (white, male, and middle-class) norm. At the same time they also face sexism within the Black community because of the unique form of patriarchy that has been adopted. This understanding of the Black woman’s position in society has led many Black feminists to argue that the liberation of Black women from these interlocking oppressions will bring about the liberation of all oppressed peoples.

In 1977, the foundational Black feminist group, The Combahee River Collective released a statement on their political position and the evolution of Black Feminism. It articulated a commitment to understanding the experiences of Black women and the importance and value of responding to their needs. The statement also alluded to some of the key concepts that differentiate Black Feminism from mainstream Feminism. For

116 Ibid.

example, Betty Friedan’s *Feminine Mystique* called for women to reject the roles of “wife” and “mother” and embrace the roles of “citizen” and “worker” as a means of achieving gender equity.\textsuperscript{121} The statement implied women were not part of the workforce, but Black women worked alongside men during slavery and continued to work outside of their homes to provide for their families.\textsuperscript{122} As the Combahee River Collective’s statement pointed out, a Black feminist perspective allows one to complicate the idea of women’s labor, taking into account the class position of Black women and the effects racism and sexism have on their working lives.\textsuperscript{123}

Another difference between Black and mainstream Feminism is the varying responses to sexism. Some Second-wave feminists were separatists who chose to and advocated for separating from male-defined, male-dominated institutions, relationships, roles and activities.\textsuperscript{124} The women of the Combahee River Collective announced their deep “solidarity with progressive black men” as they “struggled together with black men against racism” and “also struggle with black men about sexism.”\textsuperscript{125}

Black feminist research has complicated the male/female dichotomy of mainstream Feminism by examining the role race plays in the social construction of gender. Evelyn Higginbotham argues this is very evident when examining protections of white womanhood during slavery. Higginbotham points out the ways in which white law and public opinion “idealized motherhood and enforced the protection of white women’s bodies” at the same Black women’s bodies were exploited sexually and for physical

\begin{footnotes}
\end{footnotes}
labor. Because of this history, Black feminists have argued against the idea of a shared female culture or female essence that mainstream feminists argued for and rallied around. Black feminist research points to the role of race within the social and power relations of gender.

**Defining Racism**

Debates over race and whether it is a biological fact or social construction have waged on for years. One perspective argues that race is a social construct and that racism is built on the belief that there are differences in character and ability among racial groups, which make a particular race superior to others. Further, if we consider race to be a social construct, it is easier to understand why ideas about race and the social realities of race have changed dramatically over time.

For hundreds of years African Americans endured enslavement, rapes, lynching, beatings, murders, unequal access to housing and education, and unfair treatment in the criminal justice system in the United States. While this type of discrimination is now illegal and considered morally wrong by most, whites are still the dominant racial group in the United States. The social reality of being the dominant racial group means better access to money, material positions, education, steady employment, and leisure time.

Racism takes on many forms that can be examined on different levels. Important to this study is the concept of institutional or structural racism which can be defined as

---
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racial discrimination by governments, corporations, educational institutions or other large organizations with the power to influence the lives of many individuals. Naomi Zack puts forth the segregation of public facilities before the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and state laws prohibiting interracial marriage as examples of overt, institutional racism. But more covert forms of institutional racism also exist. For example, job promotions may depend in part on social contacts outside the workplace that nonwhites may not have. Gaining admission to an Ivy League school may be made easier by having a relative who attended the institution, but because of past discrimination it is less likely nonwhites have these sorts of connections. Sexism can also be examined at the institutional or structural level.

Race, Gender and Social Class

It is hard to discuss issues of race and gender in the United States without also considering social class. The American ideal or dream is that “everyone is equal in the eyes of the law; all have the same opportunities for material success and the same rights to respect and privacy from others.” But in reality, one’s race is a determining factor in social class group membership. Being a person of color in the United States is a direct barrier to gaining full access to middle and upper class advantages. White Americans make up the majority of the middle and upper class, which allows them to own homes, procure steady employment, seek college educations and maintain fairly stable nuclear
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families. Studies have shown that Black members of the middle class do not earn as much, own less property, and have a harder time sending their children to college.

Historically, issues of class and race were used to discriminate against women. According to Ruth Hubbard, in the 19th century White women were denied access to higher education and were discouraged from working outside the home because their brains were considered too small, and there was fear “if energy was diverted to their brains by studying, their reproductive organs would [shrive], they [would] become sterile, and the race [would] die out.” However the same logic was not extended to working class, poor or Black women. In fact, their ability to work hard and still have children was considered a sign they were not as highly evolved as upper class White women and were closer to animals for which breeding was natural.

Class politics were one of the main contentions between mainstream and Black Feminism. While Friedan and other liberal feminists called for equal employment opportunities for all women, the emphasis seemed to be “on the professional careers of White women who were already economically privileged and college educated.” Economic issues of most concern to poor women and women of color including welfare and poor housing and health care (often consequences of racial oppression and class position they were born into) were ignored or given little attention in the mainstream Feminist movement.
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Core Tenets of Black Feminist Studies

As Black Feminist ideology started taking shape, some of the women who were part of the movement worked to develop scholarship that became the foundation of Black women’s studies. Research, art and other activities done under this umbrella have the following elements at their core:

1. Making Black women visible: By making Black women the central focus, Black Feminist research pulls Black women out of the shadows.

2. Confers special status: Black Feminist research acknowledges the literature on race and the literature on women, but it declares being Black and female constitutes a special status that is unique and worthy of study. At the same time, Black Feminist researchers recognize the variation in experiences amongst Black women as individuals.

3. Empowerment: Black Feminist research frames Black women as much more than 'objects’” to be studied. It empowers Black women by asserting the right for them to interpret their own realities and define their own objectives on their own terms.

4. Intersectionality: Black Feminist research examines oppressions Black women experience such as racism, sexism and classism, not as separate phenomenon, but as intersecting elements in a larger system of domination.

5. Resistance: Black Feminist research does not label Black women as victims. Black Feminist research recognizes the turmoil racism, classism and sexism cause in Black women’s lives, but it also explores everyday acts of resistance as Black women strive toward liberation.143
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A Black Feminist Perspective as a Tool of Analysis

Black Feminist perspectives can be used as a tool to help interpret the reality that Black women negotiate. If we regard history not as series of disparate events, but rather ideas and concepts that change over time; we can understand the Black Feminist perspective comes out of the tradition of activism by Black women. This tradition includes Black female journalist Claudia Jones who explored the “super-exploitation of the Negro woman worker” back in 1949, to Amy Garvey who encouraged women to be ready to lead the struggle for racial uplift if men were not up to the challenge in the 1920’s. Black female journalists have been writing and thinking about the intersections of racism, classism and sexism generations before our time. Patricia Hill Collins points out the importance of the contributions of all Black women in this process. She writes about recognizing the everyday acts of resistance by ordinary women which created a foundation for Black feminist activism.

Because of the importance of the experiences of ordinary women in the development of the Black Feminist perspective, it naturally follows that these experiences are important areas of study when considering what it means to be Black and female. In this way, the different experiences of Black women (which can vary widely, even when only one society is being considered) can be compared, contrasted and discussed to give a better understanding of how the forces of oppression play out in different women’s lives and to identify different strategies of resistance. It is this aspect of Black Feminism that Barbara Smith calls one of the perspective’s “greatest gifts.” She points out, “A Black
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Feminist analysis has enabled us [Black women] to understand that we are not hated and abused because there is something wrong with us, but because our status and treatment is absolutely prescribed by the racist, misogynist system under which we live.\textsuperscript{146}

Patricia Hill Collins challenges researchers to not only consider the intersectionality of racism, classism and sexism, but to understand them as a part of a larger structure of domination that can be divided into three levels: the personal level, group or community level and the level of social institutions.\textsuperscript{147} Collins goes on to assert that not only are oppressions experienced simultaneously, they are experienced simultaneously on multiple levels. She argues a Black Feminist perspective can examine the ways in which racism, classism and sexism are manifested and resisted on each of these levels.\textsuperscript{148}

Collins describes the personal level as the space of our individual “experiences, values, motivations and emotions.”\textsuperscript{149} Since we each occupy different social spaces, experiences of racism, classism and sexism are unique to each individual. But Collins also points out these individual experiences overlap with the experiences of people who are of the same “race, social class, age, gender, religion and sexual orientation.”\textsuperscript{150} In this way, Collins argues, Black women experience and resist domination at the group or community level. Finally Collins writes about a third site to examine, the level of social institutions. Institutions such as schools, churches and the media expose us to the
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dominant group’s stance and interest\textsuperscript{151} Now Black women have brought Black Feminist thought within many of these institutions in a move that has challenged Eurocentric, masculinst thought.\textsuperscript{152} It is at these three levels the experiences of Black female journalists are analyzed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4

METHODOLOGY

The intersection of race and gender, as it is manifest in the experiences of all women of color, has not been integrated into the research agenda. These trends are equally evident in quantitative and qualitative research. Recent discussions of gender, race and class rooted in critical theory have sought a framework for discussing women of color and low-income women in communication studies. But little original research has been published to put this developing analysis into practice.153

This chapter describes the research methods and data analysis tools used to complete this study of Black female journalists. The chapter begins with a discussion of the epistemological stance I took as a researcher while conducting this study. It goes on to explore the concept of engendering research and its helpfulness when examining the experiences of women of color. It continues with an explanation of the research approach including, the data collection technique and sources of data that were tapped during the research process. The chapter concludes by defining key terms and journalistic jargon that are essential to understanding the findings.

Epistemological Concerns

The concept of epistemology is important for every researcher to consider. At the most basic level, we can understand epistemology as a concept that is concerned with knowledge. Epistemological issues consider the nature of knowledge by questioning

what kind of knowledge is possible, the general basis of knowledge, who can know what, and under what circumstances knowledge is possible. Answering these questions, and understanding the ways in which other researchers answer them, is part of forming an epistemological stance. This stance is critical for the researcher because it will guide him or her throughout the entire research process, informing everything from the formation of a research question, the relationship between the researcher and the subject of study, to what kind of theory will be used for study.

For the purposes of this study Feminist and Black Feminist epistemologies are at the forefront of this researcher's concerns. This study raised epistemological issues like: What is the relationship between a feminist epistemology and women's experience? What is the role of gender theory in a feminist epistemology? What does a Black feminist epistemology consist of? What does it allow the researcher to do?

As we begin to answer these questions, it becomes clear that knowledge is not something that just comes to us in books, but that it is something that is carefully constructed by human beings. Miranda Fricker argues that because of this we can consider any claim of total objectivity in social science research as a false ideal or a myth. She asserts that in order to understand women's experiences one has to have a feminist epistemology, and in so doing, the researcher is holding up women's experience as something that is, and should be, considered valuable.

I turn now to the epistemological questions raised earlier. It is clear that part of the feminist project is to pull women's experiences from the annals of history to make
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them visible. Accepting this, we must examine the role of women’s experience in a feminist epistemology. Marina Lazreg argues that experience is a valuable tool for critical analysis in the social and natural sciences, but she cautions feminist researchers that its use may also “reinforce what it has set out to combat” because of the privileged position it gives women; meaning it somewhat mirrors the privileged position men were given in these arenas previously.\textsuperscript{156} She challenges the researcher to find a balance between highlighting the unique experiences of women and using women’s experiences as an exercise in discovering the effect of social forces on different groups of women.

Epistemological issues like the role of gender in feminist research must also be carefully examined. Eudine Barritteau argues that gender analysis, when done correctly, is a tool that allows feminist researchers to examine social relations of power. Scholars are not calling for the study of men to cease; most believe a feminist epistemology includes room to examine both men and women. As Mohammad states, “I want to constitute gender theory as a member of the family of feminist theory. The two are often conflated because they are interconnected and arguably inseparable.”\textsuperscript{157} Barritteau agrees writing, “Shifting to gender as an analytical frame certainly does not mean that the study of women is abandoned or that one cannot maintain an exclusive focus on women in research. Neither does it mean that gender studies must automatically include men.\textsuperscript{158}


Putting all of these ideas together, the form of a Black Feminist epistemology begins to take shape. At its core a Black Feminist epistemology uses both women’s experience and gender analysis as tools to recognize the intersections of racial, sexual and class oppressions in Black women’s lives and considers their experiences unique and worthy of study. In the words of Gloria Jospeh, “it can be assumed that a unique, self-defined black women’s consciousness exists concerning black women’s material reality and that this point of view on reality has been authentically articulated in a body of knowledge that can be labeled BLACK FEMINIST THOUGHT.”

If, as Fricker suggests, there is a strong role for values and political argument in epistemology, a Black Feminist epistemology can proudly proclaim emancipatory elements that seek to raise political consciousness, create social change and the creation of a more just society. In these ways, a Black Feminist epistemology is not just about women as subjects and researchers, but can be adopted by people of any race or gender as a way to better understand the human condition.

Engendering Research

Adopting a Black Feminist epistemology is essential to engendering history. The concept of engendering research emerges from a critique of traditional social science research. The dominant white male perspective that informs traditional research leaves out the experiences of women and people of color. Through the process of


Engendering research, scholars are able to make these exploited groups visible. It recognizes their power by showing the ways in which they resisted domination. Most importantly, it helps shape a more complete view of history that can help us understand how the actions of all people (men, women, whites, blacks, etc.) contributed to the various societies we live in today.

Engendering research is a multi-layered concept that begins quite simply with changing the way that we think. Often traditional social science research frames the experiences of women and people of color as “other” or somehow deviating from the norm. Part of the process of engendering research is moving these experiences from the fringes of our studies, closer to the center.161

Engendering research also requires us to change our understanding of what history is. We often think of history as disparate events taking place over time and space. For example, a cultural enrichment approach to history often pulls out exceptional experiences of women and people of color. Approaching history under the concept of engendering research challenges us to consider the lives and actions of ordinary people as important to study, move beyond names and dates to understand history consists of ideas and concepts, and to recognize that these ideas and concepts are not fixed, but change over time as part of the historical process.162

---


Complicating the idea of history further, we are forced to be aware of the fact that there isn’t just one historical narrative we all have to pull from. There are in fact as many different women’s experiences to study as there are women.\textsuperscript{163} It is also important to note that being male doesn’t always equal being in a position of power. Men of color and men of working class status, like women, are often left out, or on the fringes, of traditional social science research. These concepts have led scholars to two, interrelated subsets of engendering research: the study of women’s history and the study of gendered history.

Women’s history is based on the idea that women and their experiences are important and legitimate areas of study that have been neglected by traditional social science research and history. Women’s history places women at the center of analysis, recovering their experiences and contributions to their societies from the historical texts they are buried in or absent from.\textsuperscript{164}

Scholars have now taken the data collected from women’s history and are using gender analysis as a tool for evaluation in an area of study known as gendered history. Ideas about what “gender” is and the role that it plays in research vary among scholars.\textsuperscript{165} Patricia Mohammed puts forward a definition of gender that clarifies its use for the task at hand. She defines gender as “an order by which human society takes sexual difference and shapes it into recurrent cultural practices and social relations between men and

\textsuperscript{163} Imam 1997; Sow 1997; Higginbotham 1995.
\textsuperscript{165} Barriteau 2003; Mohammad 2003.
women." Gender analysis emerges then as a methodological approach and framework that allows us to examine social relations of power in relation to being male and or female.

For the purpose of studying Black women, gender analysis becomes an invaluable tool of examination. As previously discussed, one thing women’s history from a Black feminist perspective has uncovered is that different forms of oppression often intersect in one body. So combining a Black Feminist perspective with gender analysis allows the researcher to examine the intersectionality of race, class and gender oppressions, further expanding our knowledge of Black women.

Research Approach and Design

This thesis studies the experiences of Black female journalists using a qualitative research approach. A qualitative approach allows the researcher to investigate the multiple meanings of individual experiences, examine the social and historical construction of meanings, and find patterns in open-ended, emerging data. Data from several sources (oral histories, autobiographies, and interviews) were collected and analyzed.

In the tradition of Black Feminist research and in step with the concept of engendering research, oral histories and writings from the journalists themselves about their experiences were given special attention. In this way, the journalists (the subjects of the study) are speaking directly to the reader of this research, telling their own stories.

166 Mohammed, p. 101.
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According to a group of Black female scholars and researchers who published a group of essays on Black women and work, this type of research that works to right past omissions by allowing Black women themselves to break the silence provides a new lens on history:

Too often, stereotypes and misinformation—images, stories, and historical records presented to others—obscure existing representations of black women. The storyteller’s identity and history often interfere with his or her willingness and ability to tell the story of black working women. [...] Stories of black women’s labor much recognize the connections between their work in the marketplace, in their communities and organizations, and in their homes. There are also connections between work and personal identity, relations with others, and historical and social conditions such as racism and sexism.169

This research project is exploratory, descriptive and explanatory in nature. It can be considered exploratory because it gathers information and develops ideas about an under-researched topic area.170 In the tradition of descriptive research, this thesis describes a social context, in this case the experiences of Black female journalists within the newsroom. While statistics and numerical data can be used to ascertain some of this information, qualitative data yields a more in-depth description.171 This research can also be thought of as explanatory because it seeks to explain how the interlocking oppressions of racism, sexism and classism affect Black female journalists on the job.

The research sample consists of Black female journalists who worked in mainstream, professional newsrooms from the late 1960’s through today. The data available on this group of women is so small, any and all pertinent materials the

171 Ibid.
researcher found were examined for possible inclusion in the study. The unit of analysis for this research was individuals that comprise the group Black female journalists.

The Researcher’s Role

Qualitative research allows the researcher space to explain his or her personal values and assumptions at the outset of a study. Within a qualitative framework the researcher’s contribution to a study can be considered useful and positive. In light of this, another source of information for this research is my own experience as a Black, female journalist. At the time of this writing, I am a news producer at the CBS affiliate in Louisville, Kentucky. I have worked in my current position for nearly five years, and prior to that worked in paid and for-college credit positions in New York City. I believe my work in several different newsroom environments equips me with unique insights about the newsroom environment a non-journalist would not have. The depth of my experience has also influenced how I’ve framed this study.

While many of the struggles of the Black female journalists in this research have been my own, I have chosen to leave detailed descriptions of my own experiences out of this piece, save for anecdotal information used in a couple of chapter introductions for reasons of confidentiality. For that same reason an interview conducted with a colleague for prior research is cited here without revealing her identity.

Data Analysis

The review of the data collected from these various sources reveal several themes and common experiences among Black female journalists for researchers to examine.

172 Ibid., p. 200
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The goal of this research is to unearth the experiences of Black female journalists and explore the ways in which they dealt with and resisted racism, classism and sexism on personal, group and institutional levels throughout their careers. This thesis takes the position that their experiences can be more fully understood when looked at through a Black Feminist lens.

Key Terms and Concepts

Most readers will be somewhat familiar with the basic duties of newsroom employees. However, many of the findings of this study refer to very specific mechanisms and functions of the newsroom. These key terms and concepts are defined here.

The anchor is the main broadcaster on a news program.\textsuperscript{173} He or she delivers most of the news stories and introduces reporters, weather talent, etc. during a newscast. Reporters investigate, edit and report news stories for broadcast. Producers write and edit material for broadcast, place stories in the order they will be presented during a newscast, select graphic elements and coordinate production of newscast with production staff (directors, technical directors, and camera persons). The assignment editor selects, develops and plans reporting assignments. The news director is in charge of the entire news department staff. He or she has final say in the stories that are covered and the angle that is taken.

\textsuperscript{173} I would like to note here again that my understanding of the inner workings of newsrooms is shaped by my professional experience working in 3 different television newsrooms (one in the Louisville, KY market and two in the New York City Market) as an intern, and in 2 different television newsrooms (one, currently, in Louisville, KY and another at a cable news network in New York City) as a paid journalist.
Since this study is concerned with television news journalists, I feel it is important to briefly explain the inner-workings of a newsroom and how news stories move from idea to their on-air presentation. Each day journalists have the task of filling time and space, whether it is the columns of the newspaper or a television newscast. The shaping of the day’s news begins with a meeting of the assignment editor, reporters, producers and newsroom management. During this meeting, the assignment editor goes over the events happening throughout the day. These events consist mostly of scheduled court hearings or trials, government organized press conferences, and staged public relations events. Then reporters and producers pitch their story ideas and tips on other stories they’ve gotten through sources. Newsroom managers (often both the news director and the assistant news director) then decide what the top story of the day is going to be, assign the various stories to reporters, and discuss the particular slant or angle they would like to see covered.

After the reporter writes the story, it is submitted to a producer or an editor who then makes several changes. It is first read over for clarity. It is then re-read and edited to include statements and action words. In television news writing, when pictures aren’t available to show people an event, words are used to capture the action and emotion surrounding events. On top of all of these issues, the ultimate element for journalists to consider is their deadline. Even if an event is ongoing, reporters have to stop covering it at some point to prepare for a newscast.
Organization of Findings

As this brief discussion of the newsroom environment illustrates, the work can be intense and the hours very long. The next chapter reveals my findings on how Black female journalists function in the newsroom environment and the field. The findings are organized into experiences on the personal, group and community levels around the following questions:

1. What were the factors that influenced these women to become journalists?
2. What were some of the unique challenges these journalists faced as Black women in the newsroom?
3. Did these women encounter racism, sexism or classism? If so, how did they respond?
4. How did these women balance personal career goals with larger commitments to the Black community?

As with all studies that are qualitative in nature, the findings could be subject to other interpretations.174 The data collected skews heavily towards Black female journalists who began their careers in the late 1960’s though the 1970’s. This is because many of the stories of Black female journalists have only been recorded after they’ve retired or won significant recognition (such as an Emmy Award or Pulitzer Prize) and are asked to look back at their careers during interviews. It is also difficult for working journalists to record their own stories while they are still telling the stories of others full-time. Therefore the findings should not be considered generalizable to all Black female journalists.

Chapter 5

BLACK FEMALE JOURNALISTS IN THEIR OWN WORDS: FINDINGS ON THE EXPERIENCES OF BLACK FEMALE JOURNALISTS IN THE NEWS INDUSTRY

Make sure you develop yourself, develop your craft and know your craft very well. Don't let anyone define you, you must define yourself. –African American News Anchor, TaRhonda Thomas

This chapter utilizes interview excerpts, oral histories, autobiographical sketches, periodicals, and the scholarly texts written on Black female journalists to discuss their experiences in the newsroom and in the field. Throughout the chapter, these experiences are analyzed to uncover the ways in which these women dealt with oppressions on the personal, group and institutional levels.

Becoming Journalists-The Personal Level

Patricia Hill Collins argues the personal level is a place to explore how an individual’s experiences, values, motivations and emotions can create new knowledge that can ultimately lead to change. Experiences of racism, classism and sexism on the personal level propelled many Black female journalists into their careers. Many Black female journalists in this study recalled pivotal events during their childhood which
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raised their level of consciousness and planted a seed for future change. These personal experiences changed the course of their lives and helped form the basis of their professional careers.

Nancy Maynard, who in 1968 was the only Black Female reporter covering news at a mainstream news outlet in New York City (at the New York Post), said she decided to become a journalist as a teen.

My former grammar school, PS 46 had burned down and I read about this in the local paper. And I became so outraged at the negative, inaccurate description of my neighborhood, that I decided right there I needed to fix it.177

Audreen Buffalo, an Editor at Redbook, says she spent lazy afternoons in her father’s bakery business reading the Philadelphia Daily News.

I grew up understanding the power of the press and its potential for misinforming rather than educating the public. My father taught me to read the paper with a critical editorial eye, questioning the subtext of every story. I came to believe the press should always be proxy for the people. If it’s not doing that, it isn’t doing its work.178

Other Black female journalists were inspired to begin their work by the Civil Rights and Black Power Movements of the 1960’s. Jane Tillman Irving said a Black student takeover of her New York City’s college’s administration building was what got her involved with the school’s student newspaper. When fire was set to the newspaper’s offices she met Ed Bradley of CBS, who came to cover the story. Bradley became a lifetime mentor and friend.179

After graduating with a degree in English and Art, Lenore Jenkins-Allen was looking for a job with decent pay and flexibility so she could be active in the Civil Rights Movement. She took a job as a mail clerk at *Newsweek* and moved up to reporter where she interviewed Martin Luther King, Jr., Muhammad Ali (then known as Cassius Clay), and many others.\(^{180}\)

Others ended up in journalism completely by chance. Charlayne Hunter-Gault sat beside her grandmother as she read each evening from the three daily newspapers she subscribed to. While her grandmother kept up with the news, Hunter-Gault read the comic strips and decided that she wanted to be like her favorite comic hero Brenda Starr. Though Brenda Starr was a white, red-headed journalist Hunter-Gault wanted to go on the adventures Starr did to get the story.\(^{181}\) The fact that she was Black did not discourage her from having this dream, nor did her family tell her this would be a barrier. In 1959 she attempted to enroll in the journalism program at the University of Georgia, but was denied admission because the school was an all-white institution. After a three year legal battle (which included an African American male classmate who wanted to enroll in the school’s medical program), Hunter-Gault won the right to enroll and eventually became the first Black woman to graduate from the school.\(^{182}\) Her career included an internship at the *Louisville Times* (now *Louisville Courier Journal*), a decade at the *New York Times*, and a move to television where she earned a Peabody Award for her work on PBS’ *MacNeil/Lehrer Report*.\(^{183}\)


\(^{183}\) Ibid.
Reporter and anchor Melba Tolliver started out as a registered nurse, but later took a position as an assistant for an ABC executive because she felt like it would better suit her “perky personality.”\textsuperscript{184}

Another example is Marquita Pool-Eckert, who never thought of producing as a career possibility. She was planning to follow in her father’s footsteps and become a lawyer. When she graduated from college she took a job with Time/Life Books to earn money as she applied for law schools. She quickly discovered she preferred journalism to the law. "I didn't want to spend all that time in the library. I would rather be out talking to people and having more of an immediate effect."\textsuperscript{185}

**Newsroom Experiences-The Institutional Level**

While each Black female journalist’s personal story of getting into the news business is unique, each, ultimately, had a desire to be a part of the larger structure of the news media. Patricia Hill Collins considers the media, along with schools and churches, part of the dominant social institutions in the United States.\textsuperscript{186} Though people of minority status are part of these social institutions, the institution’s overall message is that of the dominant group (in the case of the United States--white, male, middle-class, heterosexual). As newsroom employees, Black female journalists are subject to scrutiny under the dominant group’s standpoint and interests.


As these women entered the newsroom to begin their careers as journalists they fought hard to not be relegated to non-power positions, and they challenged their managers and colleagues on issues of racism and sexism. With the Civil Rights Act of 1964 making job discrimination for reasons of sex illegal and new FCC licensing requirements to have women and minorities on staff, Black female journalists found themselves in high demand in the late 1960's through the 1970’s. Many Black women were hired as reporters and anchors. Their respective media organizations were making token, yet very visible, attempts to demonstrate they were adhering to the new regulations on women and minorities. While in visible and high-paying positions, these on-air journalists did not have much of a say in how the news was covered.

Black female journalists found themselves constantly working to prove themselves to colleagues and managers, many of whom believed they were handed their positions and did not have the necessary skills and abilities to do the work. These women spent considerable amounts of time convincing their editors and producers they could do stories other than those about women or so-called Black issues.

As the statistics earlier in the study showed, minorities in general, especially African American women have made few inroads into middle and upper management positions available in newsrooms. After spending 12 years at National Public Radio (NPR), Phyllis Crockett said:

NPR now has four Black reporters, including two Black men. And there’s a Black editor. But still no black senior producers or anchors on the daily shows. At this stage I am still willing to give NPR’s management the benefit of the doubt, perhaps because I want to believe that eventually there will be enough of us to force them to do the right thing.\(^{187}\)

\(^{187}\) Phyllis Crockett qtd. in Dates and Barlow 445 (The source does not indicate the date Crockett prepared these statements).
Television broadcast journalist Barbara Rodgers said she used to talk to young, aspiring African American journalists about the importance of considering off-camera careers as assignment editors and producers, but she spoke of rethinking that approach, "That's because, although greater numbers of blacks are entering and excelling at these jobs, I don't see us moving into the management ranks with any great frequency."

Janet Johnson is a producer at WFAA-TV in Dallas; she said she once thought she could be a news director, "I've grown tired of the constant battles. I'm weary of having to keep proving myself, of having to remain ever-vigilant."

While many Black female journalists have been unsuccessful in their attempts to move into more powerful positions, some have succeeded, but by working much harder than their white peers had to when they moved up. Producer Marquita Pool-Eckert described her rise in the ranks as the result of "working harder, faster and smarter than my white male colleagues." She added, "The woman thing was big. Race was always a consideration. I know I never had the benefit of the doubt. I had to work hard to establish a reputation. I couldn't make a mistake. I couldn't be wrong." Pool-Eckert made headlines and history when she decided to air an uncut, jail interview of Angela Davis a short time after she was taken into custody after going underground. Despite colleagues and viewers labeling her a "communist" for airing the interview, Pool-Eckert went on to win five Emmy Awards for her work, and now is the Senior Producer for the CBS Sunday Morning Show.

---
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Black female journalists not only faced problems as they tried to build their careers. Most faced race and gender issues in their day-to-day assignments. Melba Tolliver said she often felt her status as a Black female meant she had to make an effort to not be the reporter that was relegated to always covering the “Black Beat” or the “Women’s Beat.” In an interview before her retirement, she said:

I had to discourage editors, producers and others from assigning me to a certain story because I’m Black or because I’m a woman and someone thinks the story needs a ‘feminine touch’-or keeping me off a story because I’m black or because I’m a woman and the assignment is a man’s story.193

In an interview decades after working at the New York Post, Nancy Maynard said she often felt like her editors were trying to hold her back when she approached them with story ideas. After one such incident she left the paper for the New York Times. She described it this way:

In the spring of that year [1968], I had the opportunity to cover the garbage strike in Memphis where New York unions were sending a delegation. Martin Luther King was to be there and I requested to go. But the editor denied my request saying it would have been a conflict of interest for me to travel with the delegation free of charge. The editor said the Post didn't have the money to cover my travel expenses. That week, King was assassinated on the balcony of the Lorraine Motel in Memphis. With my editor's decision, I knew it was time for me to move on to another paper.194

Battles with superiors over issues similar to these were so common Barbara Rodgers advised young Black female journalists to “tread carefully” in the newsroom. Rodgers told them to balance their pitches to get more issues about minority communities covered so they don’t “get painted in the minority corner.”195

193 Melba Tolliver qtd. in Stein 118
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Physical Appearance-The Institutional Level

For Black female journalists who appear on camera, their hairstyle is often something that is negotiated with their news directors. Many industries, including television news, have established so-called “neutral grooming requirements.” These policies dictate standards for dress, hairstyle and makeup for male and female employees. Time and time again American courts have upheld these grooming requirements when employees have filed lawsuits about hiring, retention and promotion decisions that were made using these rules.\(^\text{196}\)

According to Taunya Banks:

Black women experience a distinctive and subtle form of employment discrimination embodied in so-called neutral employer-imposed appearance or grooming requirements. Courts, when applying federal antidiscrimination law, fail to acknowledge that these grooming standards rely heavily on notions of physical appearance predicated on white aesthetic norms. Employers justify grooming requirements by saying they contribute to the company’s image, a transparent cover for their pandering to the preferences of white customers.\(^\text{197}\)

As the following experiences of Black female journalists will show, many have experienced racist and sexist attacks at the hands of managers because of their physical appearance.

In 2007, Chicago investigative reporter Renee Ferguson wrote, “I have had more discussions about my hair with news managers over a 30-year-career than I ever wanted to think about.”\(^\text{198}\) When Ferguson wore an afro on-air during the 1970’s, her news director said she needed to get rid of it, saying, “We’re getting a lot of calls from our viewers. They say you look militant, like Angela Davis. You’re scaring them!”\(^\text{199}\)


\(^{197}\) Ibid.

\(^{198}\) Ferguson 80

\(^{199}\) Qtd. in Ferguson 80
One of the pivotal arguments over hair happened in 1971 and involved Melba Tolliver of New York’s WABC. Tolliver said she had been thinking of changing it for some time because she was tired of processing her hair and using wigs. She ultimately decided to go natural wearing a short afro and made the switch the week of her assignment to go to Washington D.C. to cover the wedding of President Nixon’s daughter, Trisha.200

Tolliver says her newsroom colleagues said things like, "Oh, you changed your hair," and "What did you do to your hair?"201 Her managers were not as subtle. The news director called her to his office after the evening news and said, "I hate your hair. You've got to change it. And you know what, you no longer look feminine."202 Though her managers threatened to keep her off the air if she didn't change her hair back, Tolliver went to Washington D.C. for the wedding and covered it while wearing her afro. She wasn’t told while she was out of town, but any stand up shots of her herself in the field were covered by editors in New York when she fed her stories back to the station.

When she returned, Tolliver says management was insistent that she had to straighten her hair or she'd have to wear a hat or scarf if she wanted to get back on air. The New York Post had gotten wind that something was happening at the station, and people were beginning to wonder why they hadn't seen Tolliver on air. When the Post began calling people at the station, including the news director, the station backed down and put her on the air.203 Once word got out about what had happened Tolliver says,
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people wrote letters supporting her right to wear her hair as she pleased, even if no one liked it.

Nearly 40 years later, debates over hairstyles are still part of Black female journalists on the job struggles. The unidentified Louisville journalist mentioned earlier said she has been interested in shaving her head down to a close, natural coif for years. However, her contract includes a clause that "basically says drastic changes to [her] physical appearance are terms for the immediate termination of the contract." 204

Attorneys have tried unsuccessfully to overturn employer-imposed appearance and grooming requirements in lawsuits filed by women of all races and in many different industries. In some cases sex discrimination cases have been filed, in others race discrimination, still others have cited both race and sex discrimination to no avail. 205

According to Banks, "Employers have successfully argued that business decisions based on women's physical appearance simply reflect societal or community norms." 206

Natural hair, braids and locs are considered distractions from the news product, and in some cases, in the newsroom in general. Phyllis Crockett said her NPR colleagues started relating to her differently when she straightened her hair after years of wearing it naturally. She said, "I know who I am. I know that straightening my hair after 25 years of wearing it naturally is not selling out. I still think it's a shame that it makes a difference." 207

204 Unidentified Black female journalist, personal interview.
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Group or Community Level

Black female journalists battled with white colleagues on their misconceptions about race and how those misconceptions affected the news product. While they were working hard to educate their colleagues on the history and nuances of the Black community, many Black female journalists faced strong feelings of mistrust from Black community members since they were now part of media organizations that had covered the communities poorly, or simply ignored them, for years. In light of these challenges Black female journalists created networks in their newsrooms, regions of the country, and eventually nationally to support each others efforts to change the way news about Black communities and Black issues were reported.

An unidentified African American reporter in Louisville said the concerns of viewers that call the newsroom from West and South Louisville are not considered as seriously as viewer concerns called in from other areas of town. She feels it is her “responsibility as a Black female to be receptive to the concerns of the Black community when many of [her] colleagues are not.”208

The findings revealed many Black female journalists had to act as the “go between” between the Black community and their newsrooms. Many described their professional lives as being comprised of two roles—journalist and educator. Melba Tolliver described this dual role in detail:

My primary role, as I see it, is the same as that of any other reporter: to gather and organize facts and information that constitute a news story. [...] My auxiliary roles, on the other hand, are more difficult to define because they shift and change according to the temper of the times and the needs of others. Most of the people I work with-assignment editors, producers, news directors, station

vice-presidents and public relations personnel—seem to have very little real knowledge or understanding of black people. 209

Audreen Buffalo, as associate editor at Redbook in the late 1960’s, said she suggested running a companion piece to the profile on ballet dancer Rudolph Nureyev, profiling a comparable black artistic figure. When asked who she thought would be good, she suggested Nina Simone. Buffalo said none of the white editors knew who the singer was. According to Buffalo, "There was a huge cultural divide. We had to explain simple things. Like should we capitalize Black or not. A lot of blood was on the floor in publishing about whether to capitalize Black or not." 210 Anchor/reporter/producer Valerie Coleman said she considered these dual roles of journalist and educator to be more of a special mission, especially in the Black community. She said she worked hard to change the bad image of the news media many African Americans have, to show them its positive potential. In an interview Coleman said:

Young Blacks should seriously consider television journalism as the only way we can inform Blacks of the power they possess. [...] I have found that while it’s fashionable to call for more minority reporters, producers and directors, it’s not so fashionable for the one who holds such a position. You are held responsible for mistakes made by television. Your commitment to the community from which you came is questioned. 211

Reporter Carol Jenkins said the mistrust of the media in some predominantly Black communities in New York City where she worked for some time, put her in a difficult position. She said, “I know there are some black people who think I’m a sell-out. And in some ways I guess I am.” 212
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Black female journalists' commitment to their communities is something that is often not understood by their white colleagues. Janet Johnson said her colleagues asked her why she spent so much time outside of the newsroom doing things they consider work, like sitting on the boards of various organizations, speaking or volunteering at schools, or meeting with community leaders. She said, “I try to explain that I don’t consider it a chore, but rather a part of my life. It is sometimes difficult to make them understand this commitment that most African American professionals have to their community.”

Leandra Abbott viewed her job as a reporter as more of a cause than a career. She said, “We [Black journalists] all had the unspoken or spoken responsibility that we felt to make sure stories presented African Americans accurately, properly and were handled well.” One incident Abbott recalled vividly was during the urban riots of the late 1960’s. A story her white boss edited about the latest issues to emerge in the Civil Rights Movement crossed her desk just before it was to be sent to a layout editor who was placing it in the upcoming edition of Newsweek. Abbott said several points of the article were “simply wrong.” She showed it to a senior, African American colleague who agreed there was a problem. The two questioned their boss about it, and Abbott said he became defensive saying, “I have nothing up my sleeve. I’m a good guy.” Abbott’s colleague replied, “You do have something up your sleeve. You have white skin up your sleeve.” Abbott said after a few seconds of silence he picked up his pencil and asked the two of them to help make the necessary changes.
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While Black journalists were working hard in the late 1960's and 70's to establish their careers and move ahead in the business they had each other's support in negotiating problems they experienced in the newsroom. Just as Abbott turned to a senior colleague for support when approaching her boss about the article, Black journalists had similar informal networks of support in their various newsrooms. Larger, more formal networks were also established, like New York's Black Perspective group which was founded in 1967. Journalist Audreen Buffalo joined the group in 1969. She recalled, "At that time all of our heroes were each other. We needed to be around people who understood what we were going through. We needed to find a way to be comfortable with ourselves." In December of 1975, 44 journalists of color (men and women) founded the National Association of Black Journalists in Washington, D.C.; the organization is now the largest for journalist of color in the nation.

The Balancing Act

The experiences of the Black female journalists recounted in this chapter illustrate the oppressions they had to deal with on multiple levels at the same time they tried to manage deadlines in the highly competitive newsroom environment. The stories of these women are also evidence that oppressions can (and are) resisted. These Black female journalists cannot be labeled as simply victims of racism, sexism, and classism. Time and time again they were victimized by managers and colleagues on a range of issues, but

---

they refused to compromise—they asserted themselves and supported each other in their attempts to create change in the media, both in news coverage and the work environment.

I end this chapter with an extended quotation from Barbara Rodgers, who eloquently described this balancing act during an interview about her award winning career:

We [Black female journalists] have to be feminine sometimes to get the story and at other times have to have more balls than the toughest guy in the newsroom to hold our own. We must be militant enough to make the kinds of changes that need to be made for Blacks in broadcasting and yet conciliatory enough to get the people who have the power to change things to listen. We must be able to relate to and get along well with our nonblack managers and colleagues without giving other blacks the feeling that we've sold out. [...] We must be excellent journalists, as measured by the highest industry standards, while not losing our ability to “get down” with the people. Because of the salaries we earn, we must hobnob with folks in the upper classes while still keeping our ties to the inner cities where we came from. [...] We must learn how to enjoy our “celebrity” and high income status without scarring off any of the scarce supply of marriageable black males, especially those whose jobs give them less celebrity or income. [...] We must learn how to cry alone for fear we will be perceived as not being tough enough to do the job while letting everyone else cry on our shoulder, so that we’re not thought of as being too aloof and not “one of the gang.” In short, we are expected to be all things to all people, and I often wonder, if my white colleagues were dealing with all the same pressures we are dealing with, and the worries about racism to boot, would they be able to do their jobs as well as we have done ours under these circumstances? 219
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Chapter 6

SUMMARY & CONCLUSION

This study represents just a small piece of the possible inquires into the experiences of Black female journalists that can be explored. While the sample of this study was comprised mostly of Black female journalists who began their careers in the late 1960's through the 1970's, an examination of journalists beginning their work in other decades would provide insight into experiences unique to the social context. For example, Black female journalists working in the 1980's covered news stories about the effects the poor economy, developing war on drugs, and emergence of HIV and AIDS were having on Black communities. Often times the journalists' view on the situation was very different from that of their white managers, causing friction on how stories were going to be framed.\textsuperscript{220} At the same time, Black journalists saw corporate programs, to develop their talent or train them for management positions, get cut from newsroom budgets as revenues fell along with the tanking economy.

By the 1990's most major news organizations had re-instituted diversity goals and programs to get more minorities and women involved in the news business. The hope was that diversity of employees would mean a variety of different stories from varying points of view. William McGowan describes it "as a sort of equivalent of a

representative democracy.”221 But many researchers now question whether hiring women and minorities really changes the nature of news coverage. Stephanie Larson argues that most journalists receive the same training, professional socialization and are required to be college educated. Larson says, minority reporter’s “familiarity with new immigrants, non-English speakers and the lower class may be similar to that of white middle class journalists.”222

In this way, issues of racism, classism, and sexism in the newsroom still exist, but are harder to identify. A comment or a decision that would have been called discrimination in the past may now be ascribed to the personal failings of an individual. As more African Americans become college educated and part of the middle class, the idea of a color-blind society where racism doesn’t exist, has taken hold. Some refer to it as “the new racism.” Paraphrasing W.E.B. Du Bois, Patricia Hill Collins writes, “The problem of the twenty-first century seems to be the absence of a color line.”223 She goes on to argue:

It is important to note that the new racism of the early twenty-first century has not replaced prior forms of racial rule, but instead incorporated elements of past racial formations. As a result, ideas about race, gender, sexuality and Black people as well as the social practices that these ideas shape and reflect remain intricately part of the new racism, but in changed ways. The new racism thus reflects a situation of permanence and change.224

Collins points out disparities between Black and White Americans in areas such as housing, health care, and unemployment are “new variations” of the results of
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For example, State supported, racial segregation is no longer legal in the U.S., yet African Americans as a group are still socially subordinated and at the bottom of the economic ladder. To that end, job discrimination for reasons of sex and race has been illegal for decades. Despite this, Black female journalists are still few in number on newsroom staffs, and while some inroads into management positions have been made, as the statistics show, there is still quite some way to go.

This research does not stand alone. It should be considered a study of just a small part of a long history of Black female journalists. While not specifically referenced by the women in this study, modern Black female journalists stand on the shoulders of great journalists such as Daisy Bates, Alice Dunbar-Nelson, Claudia Jones, Amy Garvey, Mary Shaad Cary and Ida B. Wells. While the work of many of these Black female journalists has been analyzed, their experiences as journalist have not been so closely examined.

The focus of this research was Black female journalists working in mainstream news organizations, but for hundreds of years Black entrepreneurs and journalists have created alternative media products. These newspapers, magazines, television stations and programs, radio stations and programs and now websites and blogs, target the interests and needs of Black audiences and consumers. While some of these ventures have been wildly successful, others have failed in their attempts to go against the corporate current and they are no longer in business. This realm of the Black press is largely unexplored in mass media research.

\[\text{225}\] Ibid. 55.
While the findings of this study found much evidence that pointed to the balancing of racism and sexism in the personal and public spheres of life for Black female journalists, less was uncovered about classism. Further studies in this area may be able to uncover more on this issue.

As hard as it is to locate information on Black female television journalists, it is even more difficult to find material on the Black photojournalists, clerks and secretaries who work behind the scenes in newsrooms. An examination of their day-to-day experiences, and those of Black female producers and those who worked their way into management positions would provide a more complete understanding of the newsroom environment.

The current time also provides unique opportunities of study. The campaign and election of the first Black president, Barack Obama, has expanded media coverage of issues relevant to the Black community and increased the number of Black analysts news networks employ. It would be interesting to explore how Barack Obama’s election has changed the way race is conceived in the newsroom.

As referenced in chapter 2, electronic journalism is now a huge part of the field. The statistics showed 89% of the journalists working in this area are white. Future studies need to examine the importance of this growing area to suggest programs and training needed for Black journalists to avoid being shut out.

The experiences that Black female journalists have in the newsroom reveal it is not the idyllic space celebrated in some of the nation’s journalism schools. All young journalists, especially Black females, deserve to be educated about the reality they face once they leave the four walls of the classroom. This education process would be helped
if there was more information readily available on Black female journalists about their accomplishments, their struggles and resistance to racism, classism and sexism on the personal, group and institutional levels.
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